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Ink -------------- for writing and drawing throughout history.

has used had been used has been used used

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When are you going to get -------------?

marriage marry marrying married

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We all expect our ----------------- officials to be honest.

elected electing to elect are elected

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I listened to my father. What ---------------- was interesting.

was he talking about he was talking about

did he talking about talking about he was

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Please check -------------- the copying machine is working.

what whose can whether

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The students may dress -------------- they please.

what anyway however anyhow

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The children ----------- the Smiths adopted are from three different countries.

who which those Ø

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Do you think Lee is a person ------------ you can have fun?

with whom whom that whose

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

English has an alphabet ------------- of twenty six letters.

consists consisting which consist that consisting

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A man is complaining ----------- having an aisle seat rather than a window seat.

to for from about

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Larry isn’t used -------------- a suit and tie every day.

to wear to wearing for wearing to worn

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Lucy pretended ------------ the answer to my question.

is knowing to know had known has known

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ali has come to a new school. Despite that, he has a good chance of ----------- to the local school

board.

electing been elected has elected being elected

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The apples on the tree are ripe. They need -----------------.

to be picked to pick for picking be picked

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As he contemplated the meaning of life, Edward stood on the beach ----------- out over the ocean.

look to look looking looked

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The driver ran a stop sign and ---------- down the street.

speeding sped speedingly with speed

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Slowly and -----------, the fire fighter climbed the burned staircase.

with cautious being cautious cautious cautiously

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Everyone had a good time at the party and ---------- home happy.

gone went going had gone

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As soon as the rain began, the children ----------- to go outdoors.

wanted want would want had wanted

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We stayed in the office ----------- we finished our work.

since when ever until

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After Nela ------------- for twenty minutes, she began to feel tired.

jogging had been jogging

has been jogging has jogged

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

After ----------the book four times, I finally understood the author’s theory.

read was read reading had read

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was a nice evening. ------------ the cool evening and listening to the sound of nature, we lost track

of time.

Because enjoying Being enjoyed

Enjoying Enjoyed

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He walked -------- quickly that I couldn’t keep up with him.

too very much so 

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Diana didn’t know how to swim, ------------ she jumped in the pool.

yet even though and because

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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If I hadn’t slipped on the stairs, I -------------- my arm.

would have broken wouldn’t have broken

woud break wooudn’t break

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The geometry books haven’t arrived, and ----------- have the algebra books.

either so also neither

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We couldn’t meet the deadline, -------------- we worked day and night.

yet although because then

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We will have everything ready by the time you ------------ here.

had got will get get would get

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I’ll call the police, ----------- you get off my property.

unless if because although

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Had we known about this sooner, we ------------- you.

could help will help you

had helped would have helped

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I didn’t know his address; ----------- I would have written to him.

because otherwise yet although

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The toys, most ----------------- had been damaged in transit, were returned to the manufacturer.

of them themselves of which of those

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We were concerned about how ---------- get the money.

he would will he he will would he

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He asked me whether the train always ---------- late.

arrives will arrive arrived would arrive

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I knew that I could do the work if he ------------ me the chance.

would give gives will give did give

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our refrigerator is always breaking down. I wish I -------- to buy a new one.

will afford afford could afford had afforded

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those houses ----------down now were built fifty years ago.

torn are tearing has torn being torn

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The woman --------------- the dishes is our new cook.

washed has washed washing is washing

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What her husband insists on is ---------------- the house every day.

she cleans her to clean her cleaning to clean

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The company appreciated his discreet ----------- of the affair.

handling to handle handled handle

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was a great tragedy for them ------------ their only son.

losing lost to lose had lost

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The children were made ------------ their own rooms.

to clean to be cleaned cleaning cleaned

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The car is large enough ----------- six people comfortably.

seating to seat seated seat

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His knife wounds -------------- by the doctor, the young man was released from the hospital.

to treat have treated

is treated having been treated

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He hired an investment broker for ------------- of his affairs.

the management managing

managements manages

46-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Their plot ------------, the conspirators had to flee for their lives.

was discovering is discovered

being discovered had discovered

47-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The radio is too loud. I wish you -------------- it down.

would turn had turned will turn have turned

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

By his -------------- of that good offer, he showed very poor judgment.

rejecting rejection rejected reject

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

New York, a city -------- eight million people, has always fascinated me.

from by of in

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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